“Living Sonagram”: The Ultimate Tool For Utility DXing
Successful DXing is like real life: It’s all about to be at the right time at the right place. This can be
especially difficult with these ALE transmissions, because their duration covers only a few seconds.
On the other hand, just these are a bonanza for DXer. The “Living Sonagram” is a perfect match to
this challenge. And it’s for free.
Transmitting on shortwave has undergone dramatic changes, as has DXing on these frequencies.
DXing has been pushed by three factors:






The advent of SDRs or: software-defined radios, which allow for recording and offline searching
through bands of up to 30 MHz wide (e.g. Winradio’s Excelsior). Here also the hassle-free digital
connection between receiver and decoder via VSC or VAC must not be under-estimated, mainly
in PSK modes.
The upcoming of clever software decoders, which decode much of the stuff not being enciphered. Some, like Sorcerer, even come for free. Others, like Code3-32P, do cost much fewer
bucks than these hardware converters 20 years ago with their limited capability.
Access to information has never been so open: technical specifications, dedicated websites, and
even newsgroups like UDXF spread the information instantaneously on the web. And, compared
to yesterday, the book market is flooded by some reliable books of renowned authors, and oft:
professional monitors.

As Mark Twain would have put it: “The reports of the death of DXing are greatly exaggerated.” Sadly
to say, that hobby magazines are of little help, especially for the utility DXer. After Monitoring Times
leaving the market by the end of 2013, there is no dedicated magazine. Even worse: the slowly
shrinking scene of special interest magazines only reluctantly deal with modern technology, may they
be hard or soft. First, they earn about half of their money from their advertisers. And we all know
that the last receiver developments by Icom, Kenwood and Yaesu were delivered in the last century.
Secondly, even hints on utility DXing are avoided for several reasons, e.g. low knowledge of many of
the magazine’s authors about (semi-) professional hard & soft, utility communications representing
challenging innovative technologies, plus considering utility DXing as something mere illegal. An unhealthy mixture letting look shortwave listening (also as a source of amateur radio) somewhat outdated, uninteresting and even dangerous. “Self fulfilling prophecy” is a more friendly diagnosis of this
disease.
Shortwave listening must be seen in front of this background. If you find articles on SDRs or, even
more rarely, on decoders, they mostly deliver the background music for advertisement. But as SDRs
often were developed by really small companies (sometimes of even only one driving person), or
“start-ups”, and software often is for free, there simply is no room for a classical 4c back cover glossy
advertisement anymore.
All this is the reason for highly specialized and small groups. They excel in their insider’s communications, but there are only very few links to the average hobbyist. This has lead to the near-extinction
of “How-to”-articles. They primarily don’t test a hardware or software, or echo a manual, but they
tell you how to have fun with all you have bought just for that: having fun!
If you understand this as an excuse to present a “How-to”-paper on the website of highly specialized
UDXF, you really got it. But each reader will have fun, guaranteed. Let’s go!
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You already know a Sonagram …
If you own an SDR, you are quite familiar with a “sonagram” (Figure 1), sometimes called “waterfall
diagram”, which in fact is another form of data representation. If you don’t have an SDR, slaughter
your piggy bank …

Figure 1: Graphical user interface (GUI) of an SDR. SpectraVue software provides you with a spectrum
showing signal level versus frequency (upper part), plus a sonagram, showing time versus frequency
(lower part, signal level there is color-coded).

If you compare the spectrum to the sonagram, you see that the sonagram gives an easy overview
over even short-living transmissions. The idea of a “living sonagram” is to use just this feature to almost completely nail all activities in a given frequency and in a given time span.
SDR-RADIO by Simon Brown is delivering - together with many other mouth-watering tools - exactly
the software we need. It supports many SDRs, but here I will only deal with RFSpace’s SDR-IP. Some
years ago, I decided for this receiver because I made excellent experiences with pioneering SDR
“SDR-14” and was convinced by the GPS-disciplined oscillator (option).

The Work Flow
As all serious monitoring is made on files rather than on-line, the general work flow is as follows:





Define a portion of the band, and define a time span.
Record this span during the chosen time.
Do a sonagram of this recording - in full, or zoomed by time and frequency or time and frequency.
Find visually interesting signals in the sonagram. Click on them, and listen and/or decode as life
(hence: “living sonagram”).
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On the following pages, I will demonstrate this concept with the help of hopefully instructive figures,
and will give some hints.

Step 1: Recording
Recording can be started either manually or automatically made by a scheduler. Version 1.5 of this
software provides a scheduler, whereas with the recent version of SDR-RADIO (Build 2.1, Beta 1580,
November 24th, 2013) recording can be started only manually for a given period.
If you want a scheduler, you must download both versions of the software: record with Version 1.5
with scheduler, build up a sonagram with “SDR File Analyser” which is a separate software, but part
of the recent software package.
I prefer scheduled recording. The example shows how to record a 2 MHz wide range, centered
around 8.500 kHz, on December 3rd, 2013 from 06:00 to 09:00 UTC (local sunrise: 07:09 UTC):

Figure 2: Start SDR-RADIO 1.5, and define a frequency range.

Figure 3: Click into “Calendar” to activate the scheduler.
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Figure 4: Add a recording.

Figure 5: Define all relevant points like file name, center frequency, date, time and duration of the
recordings plus folder, where to save the files.
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Figure 6: The programmed name & time will appear on the timeline.

Figure 7: Recording will automatically start and stop at the programmed times.

Figure 8: After recording, you will find all files in an automatically made folder. The file name consists
of date, time and center frequency. 80.4 GB - that’s the place needed for three hours of two
megahertz width.
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Step 2: Build up the Sonagram!
From these file, the sonagram is made by separate program “SDR File Analyser”. Open this software
module, and create a new project (Figures 9 to 14)

Figure 9: In the basic menu of “SDR File Analyser”, click “New - Create a new project”.

Figure 10: Click “Select” in the windows “New Project” (left). Then click the first file with content in
your folder. Sometimes, the software automatically produces two xxx.000.wav files - as here. In this
case, take the second file.
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Figure 11: By clicking the xxx.000.wav file, all other files are automatically chained. The window “New
Project” shows all important data of this recording session. You also can specify a smaller bandwidth,
another center frequency and/or only a part of the recording. But first, let’s have a general impression
of the whole recording. Click “Analyse” …

Figure 12: … and the sonagram will build up. This can take some time, which is dependent of the GBs
to work on and the power of your PC. Roughly 80 GB will take four minutes on a 3.2 GHz Quadcore.
Caveat: As much processing power is needed, this software works only von 64 bit machines!
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Figure 13: Here we see the whole range of 7.500 to 9.500 kHz from 06:00 to 09:00 UTC in one sonagram. This gives a first impression on the band conditions and on local interference. Of course, you
can start work on this sonagram, but for utility DX with often small bandwidths and short transmission this picture is by far too coarse.

Figure 14: Once having built up, you should save this sonagram as XML file. Then it’s just click to call it
again. It then will appear in just a few seconds instead of (many ten) minutes. The XML file under the
same name as the folder, but “(Project)” added automatically. You can change the name (but not the
XML extension).
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Step 3: Search and Listen!
Now for the real fun: searching and listening! As we have seen from Figure 13, this full view has to be
zoomed for practical reasons.
This zooming is done very easy:







Open “SDR File Analyser”.
Call the XML file,you want to zoom into.
Call “Edit” (Figure 15).
Specify the frequency band by a combination of width and center.
Specify the time by start and stop.
Additionally, you can also specifiy the visual resolution of time and frequency: specify the width
and the length of the sonagramm you want to build up.

To efficiently and completely search a sonagram for data transmissions, I like to recommend the
following resolutions:



Frequency: 200 Hz/pixel or better. With some experience, you then can recognize the mode just
visually in many cases.
Time: 1 s/pixel. With this resolution, you can easily spot short-time transmissions, like ALE.

If the resulting sonagram is greater than your display, you have to scroll.
Caveat: Depending on the length of recording and/or your PC, too much detailed zooms may build up
but will crash later when listening. Just reduce the zoom.
Let’s go for an example. The range “8.100 kHz to 9.100 kHz “ (1 MHz, centred at 8.600 kHz) will
provide us with Maritime Mobile, as well as Aeronautical Mobile. We need a width of 5.000 pixel for
a frequency resolution of 200 Hz/pixel (1.000 kHz/200 Hz = 5.000). As I would like to observe 120
minutes just around local sunrise, we need a length of at least 7.200 pixel (2 x 3.600 seconds =
7.200). Time should be from 06:00 UTC to 08:00 UTC (see Figure 16). Two hours will reveal also
hourly repetitions of regular broadcasts like VOLMETs or ALE.

Figure 15: Start editing (e.g. zooming) the sonagram.
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Figure 16: All input prepared to start building up the newly edited sonagram which, again,
will take some minutes, or so. Don’t forget to save also this zoomed one as XML file!

Figure 17: The resulting sonagram consists of 5.159 x 8.059 pixel, and it must be scrolled.
Here a largely reduced screenshot of the whole sonagram …
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Figure 19: … and here that part which will appear on the display without scrolling. There we see all
the details, we had wanted.
What you can see, you can also click and listen to! Just place the “Player” cursor left (USB) or right
(LSB) a signal, and listen. Clicking the “Player” cursor, activates also some additional windows, of
which “Player” is the most important one (Figure 20).

Figure 20: The “Player” window acts like the graphical user interface of a receiver, but for the sonagram. Most entries are menu-driven, hence you can change e.g. low- and high pass (here: 2.500 Hz
and 100 Hz) or the steps of backward and forward (here: 10 seconds).
Soundcard defines the output of the demodulated signal. This point can be a bit tricky when a decoder should be fed. My solution: the demodulated digital output goes via VAC/Line2 directly to the input
of the decoder. To listen to the signal via loudspeaker, “repeater” function of VAC has been activated:
input “Line 2”, output “Loudspeaker”. This works, but there may be other and surely more clever solutions.
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Step 4: Develop a Strategy!
Even after working with this sonagram for more than six months day in, day out, each time again I am
overwhelmed by the realm of information on the screen. Never I saw anyone who can resist the
temptation, first to click through all the signals. That’s a nice start to distinguish just visually between
different modes like SSB, ALE, CW, ARQ and so on.
But you will get quickly lost under all this signals without some strategy. One is to search in strict
manner from right to left, from bottom just for one specific type of signal, e.g. ALE. If you have found
one, just scroll on exactly this frequency up/down to possibly reveal the repetition rate and other
stations on this channel.
Don’t forget to document each signal by time and frequency. Well, this is a boring task. But only a
good documentation is the source of e.g. exploring nets.

Figure 21: Here a weak ALE signal is clicked (left) and decoded as Marinha do Brasil (“GWPWB3[3]”)
calling training ship “Brasil” (“GWPWBL”) on 8.584 kHz at 06:05 UTC. By simple scrolling just this
channel, within seconds you get also other transmission time during the covered period of time,
namely: 06:22 UTC, 06:48 UTC, 08:04 UTC and eventually 07:35 UTC.
By this simple “See ‘n’ Click” method, I logged 14 different Turkish ALE call signs between 06:00 and
07:47 UTC within minutes. And I am quite sure, not to have overlooked a single transmission on this
channel! Similar goes e.g. for their channel 8.950 kHz. “Pattern recognition” is a strong tool of eye &
brain, so you get results as fast and as complete as never before. Still remember, sitting behind your
2000 US-$ radio, sticked to one frequency and that mostly “real time”?
“Signal History” provides another efficient tool, especially in “long” sonagrams: click into one frequency, and instantaneously get a chart of the signal level over time - see following examples.
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Figure 22: As Tahiti is quite a DX catch from my location (15.796 km, to be exact), I checked their
STANAG4285-channel on 8.625 kHz for the best signal. After a very slow fade-in, the signal peaked
quite sharply at around 07:20 UTC to slowly fade out. That’s “grey line enhancement”, with local sunrise at around 07:06 UTC.
Caveat: This chart documents the power of a channel versus time. There is no discrimination between
one specific signal and another signal and/or interference!

Figure 23: Here you can see the sonagram of Tahiti in the background with Sorcerer’s STANAG4285decoder in front. Within seconds you are on the right place, at the right time.
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Figure 24: Here “Signal History” is used to monitor Rostov-na-Danu VOLMET on 8.939 kHz. SNR worsens from the start at 18:00 UTC, but improves dramatically from their broadcast at 20:55 UTC.

Figure 25: Sometime interference can be the limiting factor. This is the case on another Tahitifrequency, namely 12.664,5 kHz as shown here. Luckily enough, here the peak of Tahiti is before fadein (or switching power/antennas?) of FN FUG Saissac.
To study this reception more in detail, the range was zoomed to 10 kHz width on a center frequency
of 12.668 kHz during 04:00 UTC to 06:56 UTC. This is another striking example of the power of the
“living sonagram”.
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Figure 26: After getting some practice, one soon will develop another resolution of time and frequency. The only point is that this combination is done in a way which minimizes ambiguity in recognizing
modes. This figure gives an example of 30 minutes from 8.950 kHz to 9.050 kHz. “Störung” = “interference”.

Figure 27: “Living sonagram” is also a good idea for SSB, as this part of the aero band on 8 MHz
shows. Within seconds, you see the activity on a specific channel - even if it is rather rare in your recording (like here 8.950 kHz Murmansk, or these on the AFI-1-channel of 8.861 kHz.
This screenshot also clearly shows that the “living sonagram” is not the end of DXing, but a new start
on a somewhat higher level: Still it’s YOU who has to tune, to decode, and to identify!
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Figure 28: What next? This is just a look onto my working bench. It shows the difference of two sonagrams in exactly the same frequency range, but at different times. Alas, my high hopes had been
fulfilled so far just partly: I thought this method would reject the more or less continuous broadcasts
(like the Link-11-signal in the left third of the figure) even more to improve the visibility of the shorttimed signals, even under interference. But propagation is also a big modulator …
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